HSE Engineer - Offshore wind projects - Experienced
(F/M)
NEODYME Group is a HSE consulting and engineering company with 110 employees,
10M€ turnover, interventions in France and worldwide, 600 clients, 2000 references.
NEODYME has been working on fixed and floating offshore wind projects in France for
5 years and is currently performing services for more than 10 clients in this sector of
activity.
In order to strengthen our teams working on offshore wind projects, we are looking for
an offshore HSE engineer who can intervene during the offshore / onshore
construction, installation and exploitation phases, and also during the design phase.
The HSE engineer will have also the opportunity to work time to time in the field of
process safety and environment engineering, within others industrial sectors such as:
energy production, chemistry, pharmaceutical, mining, etc…
Main missions in the field of offshore wind projects:
• Integration of hazards and risks in the design of offshore wind farms
• Conducting risk analysis in the design phase and the preparation of construction
phases
• Writing HSE documents (specifications, HSE Plan, safety instructions, reporting
…)
• Carrying out HSE audits on onshore / offshore sites, and on ships in France and
in Europe
• Support the development of France & International activities: UK, US, Asia …
Profile and qualifications required
You are graduated with a diploma in HSE engineering or with a master’s degree
specialised in HSE engineering. Ideally, you have HSE engineering experience in
offshore wind projects and/or in the offshore oil and gas sector. You also have
offshore/onshore experience as HSE supervisor where your main task was the
supervision of construction sites and/or sites in operation from an HSE point of view
and the management of co-activity. Finally, you have knowledge in process safety and
environment engineering.

You possess GWO (Global Wind Organisation) trainings such as Basic Safety Training
Standard, or the BOSIET & HUET certificates. Additional international HSE trainings
such NEBOSH certificates are welcome.
You would like to continue your career mainly in the field of offshore wind projects in
a dynamic organisation conciliating professional and personal development. You are
looking for a company where work-life balance really matters. You have a good team
spirit, you like to think out of the box, and you are ready to discover new areas and
learn new skills.
Ideally, you must have a minimum of 5 years of experience in the above fields (offshore
experience being really appreciated). Proficiency in French and English, you are used
to international HSE offshore standards and regulations.
Job characteristics
Position based around Nantes and Saint Nazaire areas.
This role involves several short missions/trips (1 to 3 days in average) per week
depending on the projects. The trips are mainly within Normandy and Brittany areas.
Once the offshore windfarm installation phases will start, you shall be available up to 2
weeks in row (offshore missions).
Permanent contract
Remuneration depending on profile and experience
Contact
Please send your application in English (detailed cv + cover letter + availability + salary
expectations) to c.falk@neodyme.fr (HSE Project Manager).

